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ABSTRACT

If the alpha method is adopted, the main In order to estimate the yields of Pu

problem for determining airborne plutonium and RaA accumulated on the filter paper, we

particulates is the overlapping of the use the well-known air sampling formula,

alpha spectrum between Pu and RTP (radon

thoron progeny). The order of magnitude t

estimation establishes that RTP is more I = QCT[l exp(- -f) (1)

than 20 times higher than Pu. Therefore a where I is the number of pCi accumulated on

method of discriminating RTP is required. the filter paper in time t, Q is the pump

The primary methods of discrimination are flowrate in litres/minute, C is the

the aerosol size and the alpha spectrum concentration of the alpha emitter in air in

methods. If the alpha spectrum method is pCi, and T is the mean life of the alpha

adopted, the formation of the low energy emitter in minutes.

tail of RTP should be investigated. Pre-

liminary study indicates that the low For RaA, I QCT (2)
energy tail is related to the air gap and

dust loading. t >> T 44 minutes)

Both the alpha and thermal neutron- For Pu-239 I QCt (3)
induced fission activation methods can be

used to measure the plutonium (Pu) t < T (1.82 x 109 minutes)
particulates sampled on the filter paper.

If the alpha method is used, the primary Then the yield in dpm can be estimated in
background is originated from the over- Table 

lapping of the alpha energy spectra of Pu-

239 (E = .15 MeV) and the 6 MeV group Po- Table 

218 or RaA and Bi-212 or ThC) of RTP. The

overlapping can be well identified in the AlpM E.4w I DAC.h DAC I DAC.h R-ka

following alpha spectrum (Figure 1) taken P. 60 7.5 (2. 10-1 pC1/L)((1-.W 28 VW..)
at a uranium enrichment plantI. Ca ..)(h.;.( -wil-S)

T2WdpWpC�

'ISO- R.A 205 205 (1.5 pCI/L)(28 VW..)(.q-111b11-
fd-, So%)(JIM-d RA,

7,7 .� --ft 4.4W..)(2.22 dp.VPCI)

R.A (fl.1d) Ss Ss (C.2 pCVL)(28 V'-.)(4-4 W4
120 (2.22-/pC1)

90 E.Pect.d
5.2 m.V . 23 p For Pu, the Derived Air Concentration (DAC)

for Wclass aerosols is 2 x 10-3 pCi/L

60 (74 Bq/m3) and alarm should be enabled
ft when the Pu concentration is over 1 DAC

according to the United States Department

39 of Energy. The average radon concentration
,,,.V. in the United States is around 1.5 pCi/L

indoor and 02 pCi/L outdoor. The yield of
RaA either indoor or outdoor is a constant

0 2048 466 and is independent of the time of sampling
Cann=

Figure as long as the sampling time is much higher
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than 44 minutes. The yield of Pu is to show the nature of the low energy tail of

directly proportional to the sampling time.

Unfortunately, for alarm purpose, the

sampling time cannot be too long. For one
hour sampling, the dpin of RaA is more than
27 times higher than that of Pu. Assuming 40OC-

that 20% of the alpha spectrum of RaA will

overlap with the alpha spectrum of Pu,
alphas from RaA in the region of interest of
Pu are over times more than those from Pu. 3000 

Therefore a method of discriminating RaA is

necessary.

RaA can be discriminated by the
2000 -

waiting time ethod. That is, Pu can be

detected without any interference by 15 k.V '%I

waiting for the total decay of the 3 minutes
half life of RaA, or around 20 minutes

(7 half lives). The waiting time method is 1000 3 3

absolutely effective, no matter how high

the level of RaA is. 32X

There is another component, ThC of 0,
the 6 MeV group according to Figure 1. 0 so 00 ISO 200

CHAN FL NUMBEA (PULSE HEIVT)

Although the alpha spectra of RaA and ThC Fig. 14 Alph.-panici. SPWI.. of 21� -M'M. ith . g.ld-sd.con sudac. bade, detector

are indistinguishable, the amount of ThC (-f. 67)

can be estimated as alf of the yield of Po-

212 or ThC' according to their branching Figure 2

ratio. The waiting time method is in-
applicable for the discrimination of ThC

because it requires about 7 days for its the alpha spectrum. Figure 2 shows an alpha
decay. There are two methods commonly used spectrum for Am-241 using a thin

for the discrimination, the aerosols size electroplated source measured under

method and the alpha spectrum method. Both vacuum2. It can be seen that the alpha

methods are not absolute. That is, the spectrum is very close to symmetric and the

discriminating efficiency depends upon the low energy tail is nearly non-existing.

amount of RTP and dust loading in air. Figure 3 shows the alpha spectrum of U-234
particulates of size 1.0 pM collected on a

The aerosols size method was
initially reported by CEA (Commissariat
1'Energie Atornique) at the 1985 DOE
Workplace Workshop. The aerosols first 1.0

passed through a specially designed ------ Atmospheric
channel where the unattached RTP was Vacuum

trapped. The remaining aerosols were 0.8

sampled through a 3 pM pore size Nuclepore

membrane filter paper with cut-off 0

diameter of 1 pM particulates, where the 0.6
RTP attached to the 01 - 02 pM aerosols (D

could be effectively removed. Although
some of the currently available instruments E 04
adopt the aerosols size method, further

Z
improvement is still necessary.

0.2
The spectrum unfolding method is

commonly used in gartuna spectroscopy for the "V.

separation of two overlapping gamma peaks. 0.0

However, the unfolding technique for the 0 2 4 6 8 10

gamma spectrum is not directly applicable Alpha Energy, (MeV)
to the alpha spectrum because the latter
is characterized by the "low energy tail" Fig. 1. Spectra from 1.0-Am diameter uranium 21'U) acetate
which does not exist in the gamma spectrum. particles deposited on 1.2-ILLm pore size Millipore filters. Anal-

yses performed at atmospheric pressure and under vacuum.
An effective alpha spectrum method should Source-to-delector gap = 5.0 mm.
base upon an understanding of the low energy
tail. The following two figures will help Figure 33
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filter paper of 12 pM pore size. The peak Table 2 gives the estimation of the

energy of the 47 MeV alphas (under vacuum) deposition thickness in jjM for filter paper

after passaging through an air gap of mm. (detector) of different sizes. Since it

will be degraded to 42±0.2 MeV according only needs 4 M of the ordinary dust to

to the range energy curve. This explains degrade alphas of 6 MeV to 5.4 MeV

the shift of the peak value between the according to Figure 4 the critical angle
spectra measured in the atmosphere and can then be calculated, according to

under vacuum respectively in Figure 3 The Figure 5. Here 54 MeV is the upper limit

spread of the 02 MeV is estimated based

upon the intercept of the high energy side
of the spectrum on the energy-axis.

Assuming that the extension of the "low

energy tail" is due to the energy
degradation of the 40 MeV alphas (the

intercept of the low energy side is assumed E _ 54 MeV f.
to be symetric) after passaging along an
oblique direction rather than perpendi- deep -7-3,odA4

cular, the oblique distance corresponding

to 75' is 5 mm./cos 75' = 19 mm. Again,

according to the range energy curve, the
range of the 4 MeV alphas in air is 26 mm. Figure 

After passaging through an air gap of

19 mm., the 4 MeV alphas will be degraded
to -1 MeV which is consistent with the end- energy on the high energy side of the alpha

point of the alpha spectrum in the spectrum of Pu-239. According to Table 2,

atmosphere in Figure 3 The less extended
low energy tail of the alpha spectrum of Table 2

4.7 MeV alphas measured under vacuum can be

explained by the partial burial of the $I.. (- 10) A- gl-. Thlo� 1. JJM C411,81 gl.
(A"..1 �S/=1/2680 gj-1 0.

uranium particulates in the filter paper. .ko. a .�q (.,d1-y sffl� d.�q

77o.1 P . E.413.8 - 22 2.�/2680 80.
In analog to the formation of the low W(2.1)- 18 8.4113.8 061 0.6112660 - 23 55,

energy tail in air, the effect of dust 6.0 lf(2.8)2 24.6 .4/24.6 034 0.34/2680 1.3 71-

loading on the low energy tail can be 0.0 7TI3.8)- 4SA ..4145.4 . 019 D.191260 0.7 so,

approximately predicted by preparing a 10. 4 TrKS)' 63.6 L..4/63.6 . 013 0.1312660 0.5 03,

range energy curve based upon the well- '20.0 Trpx)l -301.7 0.4/301.7-0.028 0.028/2600- 0.1 ea,

established NASA SP-3013, Berkas & Berger,

"Table of Energy Losses and Range of Heavy
Charged Particles", 1964. Figure 4 is an

example of a range energy curve for both
ordinary soil of aluminum silicate discrimination of the alphas from RTP can
compound of polycarbonates (Curve I). either be performed by increasing the size

of the filter paper (detector) or by

8 limiting the incident angle by a
collimator. Instruments currently avail-

able using collimators were designed for
7 air gap correction only, they cannot be used

for dust loading. On the other hand, gas
6- proportional counters of large area ( to

20 cm ID) are available so that the size

method is favoured. If the size method is
".V adopted, the minimum size of the filter

paper (detector) is 47 cm ID. Experi-
4Z mental verification of the above can be

conducted using a radon box.

Finally, there are three remarks

which should be mentioned. Firstly, both
2- CAM (continuous air monitor) and the

sequential device can be available for the

alpha method. The sequential device uses

an open-face air sampler and a separately

located counter-scaler. CAM is essentially

1�1-1029k.XT 0 MSjd�� ;ZICES required when the lifetime of the nuclides

Figure 4 measured is shorter than the instrument
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integrating time, for instance, the mea- complete decay of RTP.

surement of short-lived RTP. However, for
the measurement of Pu alphas with longer Thirdly, as indicated at the beginning

lifetime, it is not entirely necessary. The of this work, the thermal neutron-induced
sequential device is more flexible in the fission method will not be interfered by the
choice of counters of different types and existence of RTP and can be adopted whenever
sizes, and in the choice of different the alpha method is inadequate.

discrimination methods. On the other hand,
both the choice of detectors and the dis- REFERENCES

crimination method are limited for CAM.

13.E. SAYERS et al, IEEE Trans. on Nucl.

Secondly, prompt on-site discrimina- Sci., 37 6 2165 1990).

tion against RTP is only required for the
alarm system. For area monitors which are 2j.L. BLANKENSHIP, IEEE Trans. on Nucl.

used for providing records of Pu levels and SCi., NS-7, 192 1960).
personal doses in the plutonium workplace,
prompt on-site discrimination is not 3M.E. MOORE et al, Health Phys., 65, 1 69

required because we can always wait for the (1993).
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